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From  his studio on the coast of Portugal, José 
approaches interior design from an artist’s 
viewpoint. He envisions each space as a complete 
room—including the scale and layout—and then 
designs casegoods, upholstery and accessories 
to fully complement his vision. Drawing 
inspiration from architecture, urbanism and 
metropolitan culture, his creations reflect an 
innate understanding of design details, luxurious 
materials and high-end finishing techniques. 
Today, he composes with glass, brass, stone, 
wood, leather and textiles to create furnishings 
that convey a sophisticated lifestyle where comfort 
and authenticity prevail. Distinctive in every way, 
José’s furniture creations reflect his extraordinary 
method of creating.

envisioned by José Leite de Castro

U R B A N



Caracole Signature is pleased to present this amazing 
collection from artist and designer José Leite de Castro, 
a highly sought after international designer whose style, 
although rooted in the classics, is fresh, innovative and 
engaging. The Caracole Signature team had the great 
pleasure to visit the designer in his hometown of Vila 
do Conde, Portugal and not only see first-hand José’s 
unique approach to design in his small specialized 
cabinet studio, but also enjoy a one-of-a-kind meal 
in the designer’s home and experience his warm 
hospitality. 
 
José’s approach to furniture design can best be 
described as Old World. Working closely with his inner 
circle of five artisans—each a professional in his 
own right—sculpting metal, creating patterns with 
wood veneers, carving wood and cutting mirror and 
materials—José oversees every aspect of the design 
process personally. A perfectionist and artist at heart, 
José’s meticulous attention to detail is almost a lost art. 

What we love most about José and this collection for 
Signature is how his concentrated attention to detail 
translates into authenticity. 
 
The epitome of understated elegance, the collection 
is a reflection of José’s understanding of what it 
means to create a home that is warm and welcoming. 
When creating a collection, the designer taps into his 
vast experience as an interior designer and seeks to 
create not individual pieces of furniture but a total 
environment. He thinks deeply about the interplay of 
furnishings and spaces within a home and through this 
holistic approach has brought forth a collection that 
provides all the designer pieces you will need to create 
your Signature home. 

J O S É
Leite de Castro

“I am deeply inspired by my own home. My home is my playground. I love where I live 
and believe in surrounding myself with beauty every day.”



- José Leite de Castro

“Warm neutrals are my color 

palette of choice, mixed with 

timeless black and white. 

Timeless layering of materials 

and textures creates a warm, cozy 

and comfortable home.”
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THE LIFESTYLE DINING TABLE
SIG-418-201

Exceptional attention to detail, classic proportions and remarkable detailing make this table worthy 
of the most luxurious dinner party. Its apron and expertly tailored tapered legs are wrapped in Ebony 
Macassar and accented with a shimmering aged brass inset. A solid brass band encircles the table's apron 
and provides an architectural platform for the gleaming black lacquer top. Its straight, strong lines and 
confident modern presence are perfectly complemented by the softly curving upholstered backs of our 
Cinay Dining Chair.  Surround this 110-inch table with your favorite people and utilize its dramatic black 
lacquer surface to create the tablescape of your dreams.

dimensions  112W x 49.25D x 30H in.  |  284.48W x 125.1D x 76.2H cm

finish  Modern Ebony, Urban Black, Urban Brass

materials  Ebony Macassar Veneers, Brass

features  Urban Black top. Apron and legs are wrapped in Modern Ebony with Urban Brass accents.
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THE CINAY DINING CHAIR
SIG-418-281

Designer José Leite de Castro excels at creating warm and inviting dining rooms that encourage long, 
lingering dinners. These supremely comfortable and stylish chairs bring this vision to life. Offering a lower 
profile, a fully upholstered seat, and a curving back and arms, the Cinay chair is designed to wrap you in 
comfort. Its distinctively European silhouette is upholstered in a shimmery, neutral woven strié fabric with its 
textured stripe placed horizontally for a modern edge. The chair's rounded base and gently curved legs 
are finished in a timeless black lacquer. To create an amazing dining space, surround the Lifestyle Dining 
Table with eight of these graceful chairs.

dimensions  23W x 23D x 32.5H in.  |  58.42W x 58.42D x 82.55H cm

finish  Modern Walnut

materials  Hardwood Solids

features  Fully upholstered chair with exposed wood legs in Modern Walnut finish.
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THE DIVERGENT CHEST
SIG-418-055

Designer José Leite de Castro began designing furniture for his client's homes when he couldn't find pieces 
in the marketplace that fulfilled his vision. Such is the case with the Divergent Chest, a narrow piece 
designed for the essential, yet hard to find, mid-range height. Its thoughtful dimensions encourage the eye 
to travel around the room and explore instead of resting only on the tallest and shortest pieces. This Ebony 
Macassar Cabinet is intricately inlayed with French Brass in an enchanting pattern that wraps around 
the cabinet like a true work of art. Open its doors to see how the hinges are integrated into the brass 
inlay design. Perched atop an airy open-leg base and finished in Black lacquer, this is a statement piece 
that will elevate the style of any room. The designer recommends using this smart cabinet in pairs to add 
symmetry to a space.
dimensions  35.5W x 13.75D x 60.25H in.  |  90.17W x 34.93D x 153.04H cm

finish  Natural Ebony, Urban Black, French Brass

materials  Hardwood Solids, Ebony Macassar Veneers, Brass

features  Case is wrapped in Natural Ebony. Doors feature French Brass metal inlays. Interior has one shelf. Base is 
finished in Urban Black.
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THE TEARDROP DOOR CHEST
SIG-418-057

Designed to serve as a bar or host a concealed television, this unique cabinet’s striking beauty makes an 
awe-inspiring focal point. Designer José Leite de Castro designs furniture with the belief that homes should 
reflect the beauty of the world around us. This masterfully designed cabinet speaks to that philosophy. 
Wrapped in dramatic Urban Black lacquer, it features a mitered, picture frame façade that frames its cabinet 
doors. It’s crafted from handsome Ebony Macassar and boasts a striking linear woodgrain artfully cut in an 
intricate diamond miter while its top rests on an inset solid-brass transitional piece. French Brass teardrop 
shapes adorn its center apex and the base is further defined with irregular inlayed French Brass lines. 

dimensions  39.25W x 17.75D x 64.5H in.  |  99.7W x 45.09D x 163.83H cm

finish  Modern Ebony, Urban Black, French Brass

materials  Hardwood Solids, Ebony Macassar Veneers, Brass

features  Structure is Urban Black with four doors wrapped in Modern Ebony that feature French Brass teardrop 
accents. Behind each set of doors is one shelf.
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Whether furnishing a penthouse in New York 
or a pied-a-terre in Paris, our Meridian Dining 
Room table offers handsome design elements that 
will give your dining space glamorous, European 
style. Designer José Leite de Castro’s many years 
of experience designing luxurious residences 
across Europe have strongly influenced the way 
he approaches furniture design. This experience 
shines through as de Castro couples a sophisticated 
dining room table with versatile chairs that can not 
only accent a small dining room, but also blend 
seamlessly into a classic living room in a luxurious 
open floorplan. 

De Castro credits his accomplished team of 
craftsmen for the intricate artistry highlighted 
in this bold dining room table. Imparting the 
presence of a Mid-century Modern sculpture, this 
beautiful table offers a masterful mix of refined 
materials including striking Ebony Macassar, 
gleaming Black Lacquer and Aged Urban Brass. 
The curvilinear shape of the table’s base is 
painstakingly inset with thick, handcrafted bars of 
curving solid brass. For a crisp, timeless look its 
architectural base is crowned with a glass top.

The beautiful view from 

above speaks to the 

impeccable details of the 

table’s intricate pedestal.
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THE MERIDIEN DINING TABLE
SIG-418-205

Designer José Leite de Castro credits his accomplished team of craftsmen for the intricate artistry that has 
given rise to this bold dining room table. Imparting the presence of a Mid-century Modern sculpture, this 
beautiful table offers a masterful mix of refined materials—including striking Ebony Macassar, gleaming 
Urban Black lacquer and Urban Brass. The curvilinear shape of the table's base is painstakingly inset with 
thick, handcrafted bars of curving solid brass. For a crisp, timeless look its architectural base is crowned 
with a glass top. Surround this bold table with the soft curves of our Olav Dining Chairs and enjoy time 
well-spent lingering with friends after dinner!

dimensions  63 dia x 29.5H in.  |  160.02 dia x 74.93H cm

finish  Modern Ebony, Urban Black, Urban Brass

materials  Hardwood Solids, Ebony Macassar Veneers, Brass

features  Glass top. Urban Black base features Urban Brass detail with Modern Ebony plinth.
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THE OLAV DINING CHAIR
SIG-418-271

Neo-classical design elements give this distinctive chair a modern feeling while evoking a 1970s aesthetic. 
The angular legs are finished in a timeless Modern Walnut while a shapely barrel back is wrapped in 
Ebony Macassar. Designed to soften and balance the straight lines of classic dining room tables, this chic 
chair is nothing short of transformative. Its design features upholstery extending above its curved wooden 
back that offers visual interest and a hint of its exceptional comfort. The interior is upholstered in a soft, 
woven design featuring a retro-inspired charcoal and cream grid pattern. A masterful combination of 
contemporary European styling and timeless finishes make this chair the epitome of understated elegance.

dimensions  23.5W x 24D x 34H in.  |  59.69W x 60.96D x 86.36H cm

finish  Modern Ebony, Modern Walnut

materials  Hardwood Solids, Ebony Macassar Veneers

features  Upholstered seat and back. Outside back and arms are wrapped in Modern Ebony.
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THE SKYLINE CREDENZA
SIG-418-681

Consider the most fashionable locales around the globe—those well-known for their avant-garde 
modernist style—and know that the Skyline Credenza will be right at home in such settings. Designed like a 
sculpture, this artisanal credenza features a façade designer José Leite de Castro describes as inspired by 
the skyline. A connoisseur’s selection of materials—a fashionable Ebony Macassar and French Brass—are 
precision-cut and masterfully arranged in an imaginative arrangement across its four integrated doors. 
Its door profiles are crafted in relief like a puzzle and feature European soft-touch door latch hardware. 
Gently press one of the Skyline Credenza's doors and discover the hidden artistry inside.

dimensions  101.5W x 21.75D x 33.75H in.  |  257.81W x 55.25D x 85.73H cm

finish  Modern Ebony, French Brass

materials  Hardwood Solids, Ebony Macassar Veneers, Brass

features  Case is wrapped in Modern Ebony with French Brass inlays. Four doors. Behind each door is one 
adjustable shelf.
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THE MADISON SOFA
SGU-418-013-A

Smart and stylish, this classic track arm sofa has clean lines and a gently sloping track arm that makes it a 
timeless design choice that's also supremely comfortable. Upholstered in a winter-white linen-blend fabric, 
it features crisply tailored pillows in a contrasting satin geometric pattern in rich tones of cream and gold. 
Comfortably entertaining a crowd has never been easier than with this tailored, large-scale sofa featuring 
three seat cushions and three tapered sets of back cushions.

dimensions  102.5W x 41.75D x 31.75H in.  |  260.35W x 106.05D x 80.65H cm

finish  Tuxedo Black

materials  Engineered Laminates

features   Loose seat and back cushions. Sloping track arm. Tapered wood leg.
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THE MADISON CHAIR
SGU-418-021-A

Smart and stylish, this classic chair has clean lines and a gently sloping track arm that makes it a timeless 
choice. It's sumptuously comfortable and upholstered in a winter-white, linen-blend textured fabric and 
layered with crisply tailored cushions and a contrasting toss pillow in an eye-catching cream and gold 
geometric pattern.

dimensions  43W x 41.75D x 31.75H in.  |  109.22W x 106.05D x 80.65H cm

finish  Tuxedo Black

materials  Engineered Laminates

features     Loose seat and back cushions. Sloping track arm. Tapered wood leg.
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THE ANONYMOUS COCKTAIL TABLE
SIG-418-405

Looking for a distinctive cocktail table to add a warm yet modern focal point? Look no further, the 
Anonymous Cocktail table's striking circular shape and modern mix of materials promises to create a 
memorable, modern centerpiece while adding interesting layers of texture. We particularly love the 
contrast between the softness of the Urban Brass and the linear woodgrain of the Ebony Macassar. This 
unique table's surface is rendered in a reflective black glass and artfully rimmed in Urban Brass—creating 
a rich, lustrous look. To create an interesting juxtaposition of shapes perfect for larger spaces, pair the bold 
circular-shaped Anonymous Cocktail table with the oblong-shaped Flow Cocktail table.

dimensions  37.75 dia x 14H in.  |  95.89 dia x 35.56H cm

finish  Urban Ebony, Urban Brass

materials  Hardwood Solids, Ebony Macassar Veneers, Brass

features  Table is wrapped in Urban Ebony featuring a black glass top. Base is Urban Brass.
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THE FLOW COCKTAIL TABLE
SIG-418-407

Unmistakably glamorous, the Flow Cocktail table’s curvy, oblong shape and distinctive mix of materials 
brings a new level of luxury to the living room. Designer José Leite de Castro artfully layers the warm texture 
of Urban Brass with the linear woodgrain of the Ebony Macassar and the sleekness of Urban Black lacquer. 
Urban brass forms the table’s base and creates a layer of interest between the wood veneer and black 
lacquer. The table’s surface is rendered in a reflective bronze glass that is artfully rimmed in Urban Brass—
creating a rich, lustrous look. Create a stylish centerpiece in larger living spaces by pairing the unique 
oblong Shaped Flow Cocktail table with the circular-shaped Anonymous Cocktail table.

dimensions  48.25W x 26.5D x 14.25H in.  |  122.56W x 67.31D x 36.2H cm

finish  Urban Ebony, Urban Black,  Urban Brass

materials  Hardwood Solids, Ebony Macassar Veneers, Brass

features  Table is wrapped in Urban Ebony featuring Urban Brass band surrounding the top and bottom. 
Bronze glass top.
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THE AXIS CONSOLE TABLE
SIG-418-441

This console's debonair design sets the mood for the surrounding interior. Layers of sophisticated materials 
are masterfully integrated into a contemporary, geometric profile that captures the essence of an 
artisan-made 1970s Italian collectible. The console's base and top are crafted from Ebony Macassar and 
distinguished by its bold, linear figured woodgrain. The table's geometric base is finished in a luxe Urban 
Black lacquer and accented with Urban Brass—creating an intriguing contrast of materials. Designed 
by artist and furniture designer José Leite de Castro, this unique piece offers one-of-a-kind styling that 
captures the international nuances of European flair and contemporary design in a way that's highly 
livable and authentically relatable.

dimensions  67W x 17.5D x 32.25H in.  |  170.18W x 44.45D x 81.92H cm

finish  Modern Ebony, Urban Black, Urban Brass

materials  Hardwood Solids, Ebony Macassar Veneers, Brass

features  Modern Ebony top and plinth. Urban Black base that features Urban Brass inlay.
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Create a stunning focal point for entertaining in your
favorite room with our Metamorphosis Bar Cabinet.
Designer José Leite de Castro draws inspiration
for this piece from both nature and the lines of a
cityscape skyline. The cabinet’s doors are crafted from
a stunning mix of Ebony Macassar, Mirror and Glass
with bold vertical bands of aged brass. The cabinet’s
chic, metropolitan design is further complemented by
the addition of touchable brass butterflies. Stash away
stemware and spirits in a luxe interior that features
moody gray mirror.

This transformative cabinet looks beautiful in pairs. 
Add symmetry to a hallway, dining or living room or 
bunch two cabinets together for a chic focal point.
We have created this unusual cabinet in two versions. 
Should you prefer to bunch the cabinets, we offer it 
with only the decorative face. However, if you will be 
placing a free-standing cabinet, you may prefer the 
decorative mirror and butterflies wrapping both sides.
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THE METAMORPHOSIS BAR
SIG-418-511

Distinctive in every way, the Metamorphosis Bar's imaginative design combines ebony and mirror to 
masterful effect. Vertical bands of aged light brass add dimensional highlights to the transitions from ebony 
to mirror. Its classic black and white palette is brought to life with a touch of whimsy, as its lifelike butterfly 
shapes are inherently touchable. This exquisite touch-latch bar opens to reveal an interior crafted for stylish 
storage. Enhanced with LED-lighting, the interior features a back panel lined with grey mirror adding a 
touch of elegance and reflectivity. A glass shelf is perfect for storing stemware and mixers while a lined 
interior drawer adds additional functional storage.

dimensions  44.75W x 20.5D x 60.5H in.  |  113.67W x 52.07D x 153.67H cm

finish  Modern Ebony, Urban Brass

materials  Hardwood Solids, Ebony Macassar Veneers, Mirror, Glass, Brass

features  Doors feature grey mirror and black glass with Urban Brass butterfly detail. Interior back is lined with grey 
mirror. One interior lined drawer with partition. One glass shelf and one adjustable shelf. LED lighting.
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THE METAMORPHOSIS BAR
SIG-418-512

Distinctive in every way, the Metamorphosis Bar's imaginative design combines ebony and mirror to 
masterful effect. Vertical bands of aged light brass add dimensional highlights to the transitions from ebony 
to mirror. Its classic black and white palette is brought to life with a touch of whimsy, as its lifelike butterfly 
shapes are inherently touchable. This exquisite touch-latch bar opens to reveal an interior crafted for stylish 
storage. Enhanced with LED-lighting, the interior features a back panel lined with grey mirror adding a 
touch of elegance and reflectivity. A glass shelf is perfect for storing stemware and mixers while a lined 
interior drawer adds additional functional storage.

dimensions  44.75W x 20.5D x 60.5H in.  |  113.67W x 52.07D x 153.67H cm

finish  Modern Ebony, Urban Brass

materials  Hardwood Solids, Ebony Macassar Veneers, Mirror, Glass, Brass

features  Doors feature grey mirror, clear mirror and black mirror glass with Urban Brass butterfly detail. Side panels 
feature black mirror glass. Interior back is lined with grey mirror. One interior lined drawer with partition. One glass 
shelf and one adjustable shelf. LED lighting.
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Designer José Leite de Castro masterfully captures the ease 
and elegance of Mid-century design in this iconic collection for 
Signature. Stylishly rendered in a calm palette of grays, black, 
and white, this living room setting offers timeless European 
styling with a very current aesthetic. Known for his extreme 
attention to detail, José renders each piece with enviable 
attributes. Consider the chic asymmetrical pillow arrangement 
on the Stardust Sofa; hammered Urban Brass needle legs of 
the Geo Modern Cocktail tables, and precision of the graphic 
marquetry of the Urban Chest. 

The designer is highly adept at mixing materials and has 
brilliantly combined sleek, high-gloss Ebony Macassar and Black 
Lacquer to contrast with the smooth, honed texture of the white 
Portuguese marble sourced from his hometown. Urban Brass 
details bring this modern mix of materials to a stylish pinnacle. 
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THE STARDUST SOFA
SGU-418-011-A

A distinctively European silhouette is reimagined with Mid-century Modern design elements in this unique 
sofa. José Leite de Castro's clever asymmetrical pillow arrangement adds a playful detail that challenges 
the balance of a room to keep things interesting. We love the pleasing contrast in textures of the two 
upholstery fabrics—decadently soft seal grey velvet paired with a textured natural linen-blend in winter-
white. Neatly tailored with a firm bench seat and a curated selection of box bolster pillows, the Stardust 
Sofa is always ready to welcome guests. Luxe angular brass legs complete this sofa's compelling design 
story.

dimensions  102W x 36.75D x 29.5H in.  |  259.08W x 93.35D x 74.93H cm

finish  Urban Brass

materials  Birch, Stainless Steel

features  Metal legs. Loose seat and back cushions. Slim, tapered shelter arm.
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THE URBAN CHEST
SIG-418-051

Designed by artist and furniture designer José Leite de Castro, this unique piece offers one-of-a-kind styling 
that captures the international nuances of European flair and contemporary design in a way that's highly 
livable and authentically relatable. A distinctive geometric motif graces its asymmetrical door fronts and 
is crafted from elegant black lacquer, white lacquer and aged light brass. The overall effect is congruent 
and harmonious, bringing a contemporary European-inspired aesthetic to any living space. Behind its 
two asymmetrical doors is an interior shelf offering generous storage. Rounded corners give this chest a 
sophisticated silhouette while an elevated solid brass base adds even more panache.

dimensions  45.25W x 19.75D x 30.5H in.  |  114.94W x 50.17D x 77.47H cm

finish  Urban Black, Urban White, Urban Brass

materials  Brass

features  Case features geometric design finished in Urban Black and Urban White and features Urban Brass 
inlays. Urban Brass base. One adjustable shelf.
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Iconic Mid-century Urban Brass needle legs, 
asymmetrical shapes and a gorgeous mix 
of luxurious finishes give our trio of Geo 
Modern Cocktail Tables endless style.
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THE GEO MODERN COCKTAIL TABLE
SIG-418-401

Taking Mid-century Modern design to new heights, this awe-inspiring table is destined to become a 
designer's favorite. The engaging, geometric cocktail table pairs a sleek, high gloss Ebony Macassar 
wood top with quintessential Mid-century Modern solid-brass needle legs. Its intriguing design and angular 
shape create a stellar focal point. Use this table on its own or layer it with the other two versions of the 
Geo Modern Cocktail tables (in Black Lacquer and honed white Italian marble) for a new look. Crafted 
in unique geometric shapes with strong angular lines and perfect proportions, these distinctive tables can 
be mixed to create just the right configuration and artistic array of finishes to complement your interior 
environment.

dimensions  59W x 39D x 16H in.  |  149.86W x 99.06D x 40.64H cm

finish  Natural Ebony, Urban Brass

materials  Ebony Macassar Veneers, Brass

features  Natural Ebony Top. Urban Brass legs.
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THE GEO MODERN COCKTAIL TABLE
SIG-418-402

Drawing inspiration from Mid-Century design, this version of our Geo Modern Cocktail table 
pairs a sleek, high-gloss Urban Black lacquer top with four solid-brass needle legs. Its gleaming Black 
Lacquer surface and striking angular shape make it the perfect companion for a stylish, European 
seating arrangement. Create a stellar focal point for a larger living space by grouping this version of the 
Geo Modern Cocktail with the two other tables in the collection. Slightly smaller and lower in height, it is 
made to artfully tuck under the Ebony Macassar table. Connect with your creative side and arrange and 
rearrange these tables as your mood and needs change. 

dimensions  40.5W x 29.25D x 15H in.  |  102.87W x 74.3D x 38.1H cm

finish  Urban Black, Urban Brass

materials  Brass

features  Urban Black top. Urban Brass legs.
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THE GEO MODERN COCKTAIL TABLE
SIG-418-403

This engaging, geometric cocktail table features a beautifully contoured, honed white marble top and 
classic, Urban brass needle legs. The beautiful white Portuguese marble top is sourced from designer José 
Leite de Castro’s hometown.  Use this charming table by itself or layer it with the other two versions of our 
Geo Modern Cocktail tables. The softness of the honed white marble adds an interesting juxtaposition 
when paired with the sleek Black Lacquer and handsome Ebony Macassar of the other two tables. Slightly 
lower in height, tuck this table under the larger Ebony Macassar version for an interesting, layered cocktail 
arrangement.

dimensions  48W x 35D x 15H in.  |  121.92W x 88.9D x 38.1H cm

finish  Urban Brass

materials  Marble, Brass

features  White Marble top. Urban Brass legs.
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“I believe in extreme attention 

to detail, otherwise all furniture 

looks alike.”
- José Leite de Castro
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The Elements Desk’s sculptural base is a clear 
example of the authentic design details that are the 
hallmark of a José Leite de Castro-designed piece of 
furniture. Crowned with a unique piece of kidney-
shaped glass, this cleverly designed desk is a great 
way to enjoy art every day. The base’s four curving 
interlocking shapes are masterfully crafted in an 
expressive mix of Ebony Macassar wood, Black 
Lacquer and Aged Urban Brass. 
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THE ELEMENTS DESK
SIG-418-451

This contemporary desk captures the essence of an artist's vision. Designed by José Leite de Castro, it 
features four curving, interlocking shapes masterfully crafted in an expressive mix of Ebony Macassar wood 
and Urban Brass. The console's undulating shapes taper into varying depths creating the impression of a 
modern sculpture. Artfully arranged shapes and a glass top create an inventive presentation of positive 
and negative space. The sumptuously comfortable and effortlessly chic Lofty Desk Chair is the perfect 
complement to the handsome finishes and metropolitan character of this desk.

dimensions  86.5W x 33.5D x 29.5H in.  |  219.71W x 85.09D x 74.93H cm

finish  Modern Ebony, Urban Brass

materials  Ebony Macassar Veneers, Brass

features  Four half-moon shaped pieces that link together to form the base. Organic shaped glass top.
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THE LOFTY DESK CHAIR
SGU-418-034-A

Boasting a sleek, low profile, this distinctive chair is upholstered in luxurious black velvet with a modern gold 
spiral design. Its arms and legs are crafted from wood and finished in Modern Walnut. Curving arms wrap 
around from the back and feature upholstered armrests covered in supple black leather. The resulting look 
creates a true seat of honor for guests and family alike.

dimensions  26W x 23.5D x 33.5H in.  |  66.04W x 59.69D x 85.09H cm

finish  Modern Walnut

materials  Hardwood Solids

features  Leather-wrapped armrests. Tight seat and back. Tall tapered wood legs.
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THE MELANIE ARM CHAIR
SGU-418-033-A

Often referred to as a salon chair, the Melanie chair is designed to be positioned in front of a lovely view 
without a direct line of sight into the dining area. It promises a smooth and relaxing transition from living 
to dining and again in reverse. It's a lovely way to entertain and speaks to designer José Leite de Castro’s 
insightful understanding of what it means to fully embrace the role of host or hostess. Upholstered in an 
animal-inspired neutral embroidered fabric rendered in a shimmery golden-taupe hue, it's perched atop 
Mid-century Modern angular wood legs. The chair's flirty silhouette is further emphasized by a winter-white 
linen welt that outlines its curves. A smart little lumbar pillow created from the same fashionable print 
provides lumbar support.

dimensions  29W x 29D x 29H in.  |  73.66W x 73.66D x 73.66H cm

finish  Modern Walnut

materials  Birch

features  Tight seat and back. Angular wood legs.
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THE EVOLUTION SIDE TABLE
SIG-418-412

A reflection of the artistic vision of artist and designer José Leite de Castro, this fascinating side table makes 
a bold design statement.  Sculptural, graphic, geometric—this engaging table is made of stacking circles 
of varying depths that are clad in a warm yet modern mix of materials: Ebony Macassar, Urban Black 
lacquer and Urban Brass. Intentionally asymmetrically, these circles are precisely misaligned to create the 
appearance of a sculpture you might admire in a Mid-century Modern art museum. Perfect on its own or 
paired to make a bold statement, this artistic table adds sculptural interest and a convenient perch for 
cocktails or coffee beside your favorite chair.

dimensions  18.5W x 16D x 19H in.  |  46.99W x 40.64D x 48.26H cm

finish  Urban Ebony, Urban Black, Urban Brass

materials  Hardwood Solids, Ebony Macassar Veneers, Brass

features  Table features alternating discs wrapped in Urban Brass, Urban Ebony and Urban Black.
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THE SWEET SPOT ARM CHAIR
SGU-418-131-A

Exuding modern elegance, our Sweet Spot Arm Chair offers crisp tailoring, an exposed wood frame and a 
shapely silhouette. Its wood frame features a timeless Tuxedo Black finish that beautifully complements its 
textured upholstery in a cosmopolitan golden strié. A boxy tailored lumbar pillow ensures this comfortable 
chair will become everyone's favorite spot in the room.

dimensions  29W x 29.5D x 35.5H in.  |  73.66W x 74.93D x 90.17H cm

finish  Tuxedo Black

materials  Birch

features  Angular wood frame. Tight back.
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THE EVOLUTION CONSOLE TABLE
SIG-418-443

Sculptural, graphic, geometric—the Evolution Console illustrates how functional furniture can also take 
on the role of art. Stacking circles in varying widths are clad in a mod mix of materials: Ebony Macassar, 
Urban Black lacquer and Urban Brass. Intentionally asymmetrically, these circles are precisely misaligned 
to create the appearance of a sculpture you might admire in a Mid-century Modern art museum. This 
striking console is topped with a double-thick layer of beautiful white Italian marble and inset with Urban 
Brass. Perfect for creating an artistic vibe in your home, this piece is destined to be the topic of lively 
conversation.

dimensions  72.75W x 19.5D x 33H in.  |  184.79W x 49.53D x 83.82H cm

finish  Urban Ebony, Urban Black, Urban Brass

materials  Hardwood Solids, Ebony Macassar Veneers, Brass

features  White Marble top features an Urban Brass band. Base has alternating discs wrapped in Urban Brass, 
Urban Ebony and Urban Black.
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THE ABSTRACT SIDE TABLE
SIG-418-4131

Modern, luxe and undeniably glamorous. Artisan design elements update this classically styled cube side 
table. Inspired by the unique patterns of the horizon, artist and designer José Leite de Castro created a 
unique linear design element in Urban Brass to add visual interest to the table's profile. The table's four 
sides flaunt the chic linear woodgrain of Ebony Macassar while two sides feature precision-cut Urban Brass 
inlays. The tabletop is finished in a timeless Urban Black lacquer. Endlessly versatile, use this side table on its 
own or in pairs at the foot of the bed or tucked under a console table

dimensions  15W x 15D x 18.25H in.  |  38.1W x 38.1D x 46.36H cm

finish  Urban Ebony, Urban Black, Urban Brass

materials  Hardwood Solids, Ebony Macassar Veneers, Brass

features  Case is wrapped in Urban Ebony featuring Urban Brass accents. Urban Black Top
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THE ELEMENTAL ARM CHAIR
SGU-418-032-A

Drawing inspiration from the classic Klismos chair, this exaggerated wingback chair offers up a whimsical 
silhouette and iconic Mid-century Modern style. Pitched at just the right angle and positioned on conical, 
splayed brass legs, this comfy chair adds character and conveys a sense of personal style. It's upholstered 
in a highly textured, taupe-grey herringbone fabric with a loose, matching lumbar pillow. A design 
detail of note: the chair's thin sides gently curve and fold outward at the top—adding a comfy armrest 
and interesting dimension to the chair's silhouette. The designer artfully aligned the upholstery fabric's 
herringbone weave to accentuate this curve.

dimensions  36W x 36.5D x 39H in.  |  91.44W x 92.71D x 99.06H cm

finish  Urban Brass

materials  Birch, Stainless Steel

features  Metal legs. Tight barrel back.
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THE TRILOGY SIDE TABLE
SIG-418-417

Our Mid-century Modern-inspired side table pairs a high-sheen Ebony Macassar wood top with three 
hammered-brass needle legs. Use this charming side table by itself or pair it with the other two companion 
tables in the collection. Inspired by a series of stepping-stones, the trio of tables can be arranged in a 
variety of configurations that please the eye. Offering different shapes that are artfully made to work 
together, they create an engaging cocktail table solution for in front of a sofa. The solid brass needle 
legs have a hammered detail that creates shadows and interest to the legs. For added appeal, two of 
these artfully designed tables have four legs while the third features three legs—a playful detail that adds 
asymmetrical interest.

dimensions  22W x 20D x 16H in.  |  55.88W x 50.8D x 40.64H cm

finish  Natural Ebony, Urban Brass

materials  Ebony Macassar Veneers, Brass

features  Table is wrapped in Natural Ebony and features Urban Brass legs.
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THE TRILOGY SIDE TABLE
SIG-418-418

A high-sheen Ebony Macassar top and four hammered-brass needle legs characterize this sleek version 
of our Trilogy Side Table. Perfect beside your favorite chair or group this table with the other two Trilogy 
Side tables in the collection. Inspired by a series of stepping-stones, this trio of tables can be arranged in 
a variety of configurations that please the eye. Offering different shapes that are artfully made to work 
together, they create an engaging cocktail table solution for in front of a sofa. 

dimensions  30.5W x 19.25D x 16H in.  |  77.47W x 48.9D x 40.64H cm

finish  Natural Ebony, Urban Brass

materials  Ebony Macassar Veneers, Brass

features  Table is wrapped in Natural Ebony and features Urban Brass legs.
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THE TRILOGY SIDE TABLE
SIG-418-419

This table’s irresistible personality makes it the perfect companion for beside your favorite chair. 
Its engaging, angular top is finished to a high sheen in beautiful Black Lacquer and rests atop four 
hammered- brass needle legs. Use this table by itself or mix it with the other two Trilogy Side tables. Inspired 
by a series of stepping-stones, this trio of tables can be arranged in a variety of configurations that please 
the eye. Offering different shapes that are artfully made to work together, they create an engaging 
cocktail table solution for in front of a sofa. 

dimensions  26.5W x 16D x 16H in.  |  67.31W x 40.64D x 40.64H cm

finish  Urban Black, Urban Brass

materials  Brass

features  Table is finished in Urban Black and features Urban Brass legs.
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THE CROSSOVER END TABLE
SIG-418-411

Contemporary design elements and a handsome mix of debonair finishes give this chic end table its 
bold presence. Designer José Leite de Castro and his team of artisans created this unique end table with 
dramatic materials highlighting a sophisticated profile. Its classic square shape is softened by the rhythmic 
curves of an Urban Black lacquer scalloped façade. Warm Urban Brass forms its base and accentuates 
the transition to the handsome Ebony Macassar tabletop. Exquisite in every way, the Crossover Side Table 
is unlike any other.

dimensions  29.5W x 29.5D x 20H in.  |  74.93W x 74.93D x 50.8H cm

finish  Modern Ebony, Urban Black, Urban Brass

materials  Hardwoods, Brass, Ebony Macassar

features  Case features four scalloped sides finished in Urban Black with Urban Brass accents. 
Top is Modern Ebony.
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The Metropolis Console adds that high-style wow-
factor! Bespoke marquetry—such as the handcrafted 
retro design on the Metropolis Console’s façade—

makes any space feel authentic and luxurious. 
Whether hosting friends in your home to watch 
the big game on television or gathering the family 
together for movie night, a well-appointed family 
room offers that warm and welcoming space where 
you can relax and entertain with confidence.  You’ll 
love the way your house feels when it’s filled with 
family and friends. 
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THE MADISON LAF CHAISE AND RAF SOFA
SGU-418-LH1-A   l   SGU-418-RS1-A

Perfect for a metropolitan penthouse or a country estate, this sophisticated sectional offers the ultimate 
in modern, urban styling. Upholstered in a handsome neutral herringbone linen-blend, it has three loose 
back cushions and features three back bolster pillows for additional comfort and style. Contrasting accent 
pillows in a textured Tobacco-hued linen-blend fabric add visual interest. This handsome sectional has 
an extra-wide chaise that lets you decide its orientation (left or right) and rests upon angular wood feet. 
Modern, square track arms with a gentle sloping curve give this sofa a cosmopolitan edge and offer extra 
resting spots when entertaining large groups.

dimensions  84.75W x 41.75D x 31.75H in.  |  215.27W x 106.05D x 80.65H cm

finish  Tuxedo Black

materials  Engineered Laminates

features  Loose Seat and Back Cushions. Sloping track arm. Tapered wood leg. Sofa comes with two 17-inch 
throw pillows.
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THE MADISON RAF CHAISE AND LAF SOFA
SGU-418-RH1-A   l   SGU-418-LS1-A

Perfect for a metropolitan penthouse or a country estate, this sophisticated sectional offers the ultimate 
in modern, urban styling. Upholstered in a handsome neutral herringbone linen-blend, it has three loose 
back cushions and features three back bolster pillows for additional comfort and style. Contrasting accent 
pillows in a textured Tobacco-hued linen-blend fabric add visual interest. This handsome sectional has 
an extra-wide chaise that lets you decide its orientation (left or right) and rests upon angular wood feet. 
Modern, square track arms with a gentle sloping curve give this sofa a cosmopolitan edge and offer extra 
resting spots when entertaining large groups.

dimensions  84.75W x 41.75D x 31.75H in.  |  215.27W x 106.05D x 80.65H cm

finish  Tuxedo Black

materials  Engineered Laminates

features  Loose Seat and Back Cushions. Sloping track arm. Tapered wood leg. Sofa comes with two 17-inch 
throw pillows.
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Luxury is in the details. It’s 

in sophisticated layering of 

luxurious materials, the bold 

architectural design elements 

and the luxe suede that lines the 

interior of the bookcases.
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THE HIGH TOWER BOOKCASE
SIG-418-261

Layers of refined, old-world details and a deft combination of impeccable materials ensure that this stately 
bookcase is destined to be tomorrow's heirloom. Its tall top cabinet is wrapped in Ebony Macassar with 
a neat solid brass detail that delineates the frame. The interior is luxuriously upholstered in soft-gray faux 
suede while its four shelves are crafted from Ebony Macassar and highlighted by a brass detail along the 
bottom edge. Appearing as though it's floating above the lower cabinet, it is gracefully offset with an inset 
brass transitional piece. The lower cabinet offers hidden, integrated doors with soft-touch hardware. Ebony 
Macassar doors are intricately inset with linear, Black Lacquer bands of wood. Modern, bar-style brass feet 
add modern grace. Rarely in today's world do you find a piece offering this level of masterful detail.

dimensions  39W x 16D x 84.75H in.  |  99.06W x 40.64D x 215.27H cm

finish  Modern Ebony, Urban Black, Urban Brass

materials  Hardwood Solids, Ebony Macassar Veneers, Brass

features  Case is wrapped in Modern Ebony. Open Interior is lined with a suede fabric and features four shelves. 
Urban Black overlays are featured on the base. One adjustable shelf behind each door of base. Urban Brass feet.
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THE METROPOLIS ENTERTAINMENT CONSOLE
SIG-418-531

Finally, an entertainment console worthy of a penthouse address. Designer José Leite de Castro masterfully 
captures the essence of a 1970s vintage original with his artistic array of oblong shapes that create this 
luxe cabinet's façade. Drawing upon his extensive knowledge of marquetry, he has artfully inset the Urban 
Ebony Macassar with black glass and Urban Brass. At 98-inches in length, this sophisticated console is the 
perfect platform for virtually any size television and will house multiple electronic components behind its 
stylish doors.

dimensions  98W x 19.75D x 20.5H in.  |  248.92W x 50.17D x 52.07H cm

finish  Modern Ebony, Urban Brass

materials  Hardwood Solids, Ebony Macassar Veneers, Brass, Glass

features  Case is wrapped in Modern Ebony. Six doors feature black glass and Urban Brass bead design. Behind 
each set of doors there is one adjustable shelf.
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THE VARIETY BOOKCASE
SIG-418-262

This cleverly designed bookcase makes it easy to add luxurious storage and display to your living space. 
The exterior cabinet is clad in a sleek walnut and the interior offers four asymmetrical display spaces that 
invite a sense of discovery—with two sheathed in debonair Ebony Macassar wood and framed with a 
bead of Urban Brass. Bunch several of these sophisticated bookcases together to create a bold statement 
in luxury design.

dimensions  37.5W x 12.75D x 28.5H in.  |  95.25W x 32.39D x 72.39H cm

finish  Modern Walnut, Modern Ebony, Urban Black, Urban Brass

materials  Hardwood Solids, Ebony Macassar Veneers, Walnut Veneers, Brass

features  Case is wrapped in Modern Walnut.
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THE FRAGMENT BENCH
SGU-418-151-A

Crisp and tailored, our Fragment Bench is upholstered in a handsome, modern chenille in mocha and 
accentuated with Aged Urban Brass. Segmented into a pleasing series of three cubes, this versatile bench 
is the perfect piece to add extra elegance and seating to a hallway, entry, or luxury closet.

dimensions  47.25W x 15.75D x 17.5H in.  |  120.02W x 40.01D x 44.45H cm

finish  Urban Brass

materials  Stainless Steel

features  Metal base.
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THE DAY DREAMER BENCH
SGU-418-051-A

Every room needs an element of surprise and this bench delivers. Our Daydreamer Bench offers playful 
design elements, intriguing curves, and comfort. We love the uniquely irregular shape and the juxtaposition 
of its contrasting upholstery fabrics—a dreamy, soft grey faux suede and textured taupe and cream 
linen weave. Resting atop angular Mid-century Modern-inspired legs, this statement-making bench offers 
unlimited appeal. Add this versatile piece to a corner of the living room, the master suite, or any space 
that needs an extra element of fashion.

dimensions  59.5W x 34.25D x 17.5H in.  |  151.13W x 87D x 44.45H cm

finish  Modern Walnut

materials  Engineered Laminates

features  Tight seat. Tapered conical wood legs.
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THE GALAXY MIRROR
SIG-418-041

José Leite de Castro puts a geometric spin on the classic round mirror with this artful creation. It features a 
tapered series of circles crafted from shimmering solid brass and artfully joined together with orbiting balls. 
For an added touch of luxe detail, the designer crafted this accent with gold mirror.

dimensions  39.5 dia x 1H in.  |  100.33 dia x 2.54H cm

finish  Urban Brass

materials  Brass
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THE SOLAR MIRROR
SIG-418-046

Artist and designer José Leite de Castro adds asymmetrical interest to the classic round mirror with this 
exceptional design. The versatile 20-inch in diameter mirror artfully layers solid brass circles with White 
Lacquer in an asymmetrical pattern.  For an added level of luxury and visual appeal, the designer chose 
gold mirror to complete the look.

dimensions  20 dia x 1H in.  |  50.8 dia x 2.54H cm

finish  Urban White, Urban Brass

materials  Hardwoods, Brass
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THE LIFESTYLE DINING TABLE
SIG-418-201 

112W x 49.25D x 30H in
284.48W x 125.1D x 76.2H cm

Urban Black top. Apron and legs are wrapped in Modern Ebony with 
Urban Brass accents.
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THE MERIDIEN DINING TABLE
SIG-418-205 

63 dia x 29.5H in
160.02 dia x 74.93H cm

Glass top. Urban Black base features Urban Brass detail with Modern 
Ebony plinth.
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THE CINAY DINING CHAIR
SIG-418-281 

23W x 23D x 32.5H in
58.42W x 58.42D x 82.55H cm

Fully upholstered chair with exposed wood legs in Modern 
Walnut finish.
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THE OLAV DINING CHAIR
SIG-418-271 

23.5W x 24D x 34H in
59.69W x 60.96D x 86.36H cm

Upholstered seat and back. Outside back and arms are wrapped 
in Modern Ebony.
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THE SKYLINE CREDENZA
SIG-418-681 

101.5W x 21.75D x 33.75H in
257.81W x 55.25D x 85.73H cm

Case is wrapped in Modern Ebony with French Brass inlays. Four 
doors. Behind each door is one adjustable shelf.
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THE DAY DREAMER BENCH
SGU-418-051-A 

59.5W x 34.25D x 17.5H in
151.13W x 87D x 44.45H cm

Tight seat. Tapered conical wood legs.
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THE LOFTY DESK CHAIR
SGU-418-034-A 

26W x 23.5D x 33.5H in
66.04W x 59.69D x 85.09H cm

Leather-wrapped armrests. Tight seat and back. Tall tapered wood legs.
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THE FRAGMENT BENCH
SGU-418-151-A 

47.25W x 15.75D x 17.5H in
120.02W x 40.01D x 44.45H cm

Metal base.
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THE MADISON SOFA
SGU-418-013-A 

102.5W x 41.75D x 31.75H in
260.35W x 106.05D x 80.65H cm

Loose seat and back cushions. Sloping track arm. Tapered wood leg.
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THE MADISON CHAIR
SGU-418-021-A 

43W x 41.75D x 31.75H in
109.22W x 106.05D x 80.65H cm

Loose seat and back cushions. Sloping track arm. Tapered wood leg.
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THE STARDUST SOFA
SGU-418-011-A 

102W x 36.75D x 29.5H in
259.08W x 93.35D x 74.93H cm

Metal feet.
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THE ELEMENTAL ARM CHAIR
SGU-418-032-A 

36W x 36.5D x 39H in
91.44W x 92.71D x 99.06H cm

Metal legs. Tight barrel back.
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THE MELANIE ARM CHAIR
SGU-418-033-A 
29W x 29D x 29H in

73.66W x 73.66D x 73.66H cm

Tight seat and back. Angular wood legs.
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THE SWEET SPOT ARM CHAIR
SGU-418-131-A 

29W x 29.5D x 35.5H in
73.66W x 74.93D x 90.17H cm

Angular wood frame. Tight back.
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THE MADISON RAF CHAISE AND LAF SOFA
SGU-418-RH1-A  l  SGU-418-LS1-A 

84.75W x 41.75D x 31.75H in
215.27W x 106.05D x 80.65H cm

Loose Seat and Back Cushions. Sloping track arm. 
Tapered wood leg. Sofa comes with two 17-inch throw pillows.
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THE MADISON LAF CHAISE AND RAF SOFA
SGU-418-LH1-A  l  SGU-418-RS1-A 

84.75W x 41.75D x 31.75H in
215.27W x 106.05D x 80.65H cm

Loose Seat and Back Cushions. Sloping track arm. 
Tapered wood leg. Sofa comes with two 17-inch throw pillows.
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THE DIVERGENT CHEST
SIG-418-055 

35.5W x 13.75D x 60.25H in
90.17W x 34.93D x 153.04H cm

Case is wrapped in Natural Ebony. Doors feature French Brass metal 
inlays. Interior has one shelf. Base is finished in Urban Black.
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THE TEARDROP DOOR CHEST
SIG-418-057 

39.25W x 17.75D x 64.5H in
99.7W x 45.09D x 163.83H cm

Structure is Urban Black with four doors wrapped in Modern Ebony 
that feature French Brass teardrop accents. Behind each set of 

doors is one shelf.
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THE URBAN CHEST
SIG-418-051 

45.25W x 19.75D x 30.5H in
114.94W x 50.17D x 77.47H cm

Case features geometric design finished in Urban Black and Urban 
White and features Urban Brass inlays. Urban Brass base. One 

adjustable shelf.
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THE HIGH TOWER BOOKCASE
SIG-418-261 

39W x 16D x 84.75H in
99.06W x 40.64D x 215.27H cm

Case is wrapped in Modern Ebony. Open Interior is lined with a 
suede fabric and features four shelves. Urban Black overlays are 
featured on the base. One adjustable shelf behind each door of 

base. Urban Brass feet.
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THE METAMORPHOSIS BAR
SIG-418-511 

44.75W x 20.5D x 60.5H in
113.67W x 52.07D x 153.67H cm

Doors feature grey mirror and black glass with Urban Brass butterfly 
detail. Interior back is lined with grey mirror. One interior lined 

drawer with partition. One glass shelf and one adjustable shelf. 
LED lighting.
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THE METAMORPHOSIS BAR
SIG-418-512 

44.75W x 20.5D x 60.5H in
113.67W x 52.07D x 153.67H cm

Doors feature grey mirror, clear mirror and black mirror glass with 
Urban Brass butterfly detail. Side panels feature black mirror glass. 
Interior back is lined with grey mirror. One interior lined drawer with 

partition. One glass shelf and one adjustable shelf. LED lighting.
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THE VARIETY BOOKCASE
SIG-418-262 

37.5W x 12.75D x 28.5H in
95.25W x 32.39D x 72.39H cm

Case is wrapped in Modern Walnut.
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THE METROPOLIS ENTERTAINMENT CONSOLE
SIG-418-531 

98W x 19.75D x 20.5H in
248.92W x 50.17D x 52.07H cm

Case is wrapped in Modern Ebony. Six doors feature black glass 
and Urban Brass bead design. Behind each set of doors there is one 

adjustable shelf.
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THE FLOW COCKTAIL TABLE
SIG-418-407 

48.25W x 26.5D x 14.25H in
122.56W x 67.31D x 36.2H cm

Table is wrapped in Urban Ebony featuring Urban Brass band 
surrounding the top and bottom. Bronze glass top.
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THE GEO MODERN COCKTAIL TABLE
SIG-418-401 

59W x 39D x 16H in
149.86W x 99.06D x 40.64H cm

Natural Ebony Top. Urban Brass legs.
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THE GEO MODERN COCKTAIL TABLE
SIG-418-402 

40.5W x 29.25D x 15H in
102.87W x 74.3D x 38.1H cm

Urban Black top. Urban Brass legs.
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THE ANONYMOUS COCKTAIL TABLE
SIG-418-405 

37.75 dia x 14H in
95.89 dia x 35.56H cm

Table is wrapped in Urban Ebony featuring a black glass top. 
Base is Urban Brass.
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THE GEO MODERN COCKTAIL TABLE
SIG-418-403 

48W x 35D x 15H in
121.92W x 88.9D x 38.1H cm

White Marble top. Urban Brass legs.
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THE TRILOGY SIDE TABLE
SIG-418-418 

30.5W x 19.25D x 16H in
77.47W x 48.9D x 40.64H cm

Table is wrapped in Natural Ebony and features Urban Brass legs.
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THE TRILOGY SIDE TABLE
SIG-418-419 

26.5W x 16D x 16H in
67.31W x 40.64D x 40.64H cm

Table is finished in Urban Black and features Urban Brass legs.
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THE TRILOGY SIDE TABLE
SIG-418-417 

22W x 20D x 16H in
55.88W x 50.8D x 40.64H cm

Table is wrapped in Natural Ebony and features Urban Brass legs.
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THE CROSSOVER END TABLE
SIG-418-411 

29.5W x 29.5D x 20H in
74.93W x 74.93D x 50.8H cm

Case features four scalloped sides finished in Urban Black with Urban 
Brass accents. Top is Modern Ebony.
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THE EVOLUTION SIDE TABLE
SIG-418-412 

18.5W x 16D x 19H in
46.99W x 40.64D x 48.26H cm

Table features alternating discs wrapped in Urban Brass , Urban 
Ebony and Urban Black.
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THE AXIS CONSOLE TABLE
SIG-418-441 

67W x 17.5D x 32.25H in
170.18W x 44.45D x 81.92H cm

Modern Ebony top and plinth. Urban Black base that features 
Urban Brass inlay.
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THE ABSTRACT SIDE TABLE
SIG-418-4131 

15W x 15D x 18.25H in
38.1W x 38.1D x 46.36H cm

Case is wrapped in Urban Ebony featuring Urban Brass accents. 
Urban Black Top
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THE ELEMENTS DESK
SIG-418-451 

86.5W x 33.5D x 29.5H in
219.71W x 85.09D x 74.93H cm

Features four half-moon shaped pieces that link together to form the 
base. Organic shaped glass top.
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THE EVOLUTION CONSOLE TABLE
SIG-418-443 

72.75W x 19.5D x 33H in
184.79W x 49.53D x 83.82H cm

White Marble top features an Urban Brass band. Base has 
alternating discs wrapped in Urban Brass, Urban Ebony and 

Urban Black.
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THE GALAXY MIRROR
SIG-418-041 
39.5 dia x 1H in

100.33 dia x 2.54H cm

page: 70

THE SOLAR MIRROR
SIG-418-046 
20 dia x 1H in

50.8 dia x 2.54H cm

page: 71
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